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Hide & Shake
Find the shaker in this issue and be
entered to win a $10 grocery card.
Visit our website, thesaltmagazine.
com, and click on the Shaker Contest
link at the top and enter your contact
information. Your name, street number, street name, city and zip code
are required. Only your name and city

will be published. All entries must be
received by May 1. Only online entries
will be accepted.
In the November/December issue,
the shaker was hidden on page 8, in
the tree.
Congratulations to our most
recent winner, Donna Blanton, of
Portsmouth.

Wanted: Summertime faves
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What’s your favorite cookout food?
Some folks live for burgers fresh
off the grill, and others can’t wait for
the sweetcorn.
And the salads. Salads should not
be overlooked.
If you’re headed to a gathering
soon — and let’s face it, summertime
schedules quickly fill up with soirees
— we want to hear about what you’ll
be making. What are your go-to recipes for parties of the carry-in variety?

Please share at amcgeesterrett@
aimmediamidwest.com. Be sure to
include your name and the town
where you live.
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- From the Editor -

Are you “springing” into action?
I call shotgun.
A little sun on my face and weather that’s
about to pop wide open makes me want to load
up the car and take a good old-fashioned road
trip — the kind where the traveling songs are
playing on the radio and the itinerary is really
more a loose suggestion of direction.

Are you with me?
This issue has plenty of ideas to stoke your seasonal fires, with hidden
finds waiting to be discovered. (And don’t worry. They’ll still be there whenever your exploring time comes.)
Make sure your bicycle is in good shape for spring, as the Portsmouth area
has new biking trails coming. You can read all about the project in this issue.
Logan County has castles to explore — yes, castles! — while London has
a new (old) cinema that offers good flicks and good food.
The flowers will soon be springing into action, too, bathing our landscape
with frenetic color — reminders everywhere of Easter — and bringing even
more beauty to the joy felt this season.
Happy Spring,

Last Easter, I combined two loves: Traveling and cooking for family. Easter get-togethers were planned in two
locations, and I found one bread recipe that yielded two
loaves. Score!
A blog called Brown Eyed Baker — www.browneyedbaker.com — offered up an Italian Easter Bread that looked
like a challenge, in a good way. It’s one of those betterbe-sure-you-have-time-for-two-rises kind of recipes. And
you might as well clean the kitchen after and not before
because flour + stand mixer = hilarity ensued.
The only adjustment I made to the recipe was skipping
the anise oil. I just wasn’t sold on anise being kiddo friendly and decided not to chance it in the end. Did I blow it on
the authenticity? It tasted delicious and was centerpiece
worthy, which was good enough for me.
So if you’re eager for something different for your holiday table, Brown Eyed Baker’s Italian Easter Bread is Salt
approved by this light-eyed Irish baker.
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C

ome in to The Party Connection
today and find the perfect
wine, beer, or cigar. You can enjoy
a cold beer or glass of wine while
you shop. Our beer cooler has all of
your favorite beers cold & ready!
Prefer a glass of wine? Go ahead
and drop your wine into our wine
chiller and sit at the bar and enjoy.
Looking for a great place to enjoy
your favorite cigar? Have you tried
our Cigar Patio? Go ahead! Grab a
cold beer or glass of wine and your
favorite cigar and relax!
If you have any questions, please
stop in or call today and one of our
well trained staff will be happy to
answer any questions you have.
Our innovative WineStation allows
you to taste our featured wines
before purchasing an entire bottle.

2034 11th Street
Portsmouth, OH

60733784

Hours: Mon-Thus. 9am - 9pm, Fri - Sat. 9am - 10:00pm, Sun. 11am - 7pm

740-353-7227

www.thepartyconnectiononline.net

Story by Kimberly Jenkins
Photos courtesy of Connex
Portsmouth Connex has a vision
— and wants to share it.
The nonprofit group has been
working to organize and create
bicycle and multi-use trails connecting various points throughout the
Portsmouth area since 2006, with
the goal of improving the community through economic viability,
recreational activities and health.
The group has long been interested in promoting tourism and
access along the riverfront, providing cyclists, runners and walkers
safe routes with appropriate signage and amenities such as maps,
water, bike racks, etc. Ultimately,
the group believes this will help
Portsmouth’s transformation into
a bicycle-friendly, health-conscious
and forward-thinking community. City government, the Scioto
County Health Coalition and the
Southern Ohio Port Authority are
collaborating.

A recent grant has allowed
Connex to focus on Mound Park.
“Because we received the Scioto
Foundation Scioto 365 grant, we are
beginning our plans for our Project
ROMP,” says Wendi Waugh, vice
president of Connex. The project,

Revitalize Our Mound Park, is supported through a collaborative effort
of the Scioto Foundation Scioto 365
2017 Award, the city of Portsmouth
and Connex. The 365 Award from
the Scioto Foundation is the firstever award.
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The grant allows Connex
to build a paved path that
goes through the park, with
future plans to tie it in to
a larger project along the
riverfront.
“We are going to pave
an activity path, with the
idea that friends, family
and neighbors can have a
walking path and kids can
possibly ride bikes on it,”
Waugh said. “The city has
pledged to do some lighting and security cameras,
and the Portsmouth Rotary
Club and some other civic/
service clubs are going to
help with other things associated with the effort.”
The activity route
Connex has planned is
designed to be used by
all people of all ages and

abilities — from parents
pushing strollers and children on tricycles to joggers,
walkers and those with
handicap needs. The route
will be relatively flat and at
least eight feet in width.
“Studies show that as
many as 60 percent of
individuals, when asked
about interest in cycling,
believe they would like to
try it. Still, a large percentage of those individuals
do not know how to get
started,” said Waugh, who
is administrative director
for Southern Ohio Medical
Center Cancer Services
and Community Health &
Wellness. “We are lucky to
have the group Portsmouth
Connex active in the community locally.”

“Studies show that as many as 60 percent
of individuals, when asked about interest
in cycling, believe they would like to try it.
Still, a large percentage of those individuals
do not know how to get started.”

— Wendi Waugh, vice president of Connex

Therese and Elliot Egbert enjoy
the beginning of the trail with
Zane Egbert at Mound Park.
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Mound Park is the largest
green space in the city and represents a unique opportunity for
positive change.
“We are really going to try to
highlight the history of Mound
Park. There are the mounds —
that’s why it’s named Mound
Park,” Waugh said. “It’s only a
fraction of the original earthworks
that were here in Scioto County
that were mapped back in the
1840s. Connex has actually hired
an Ohio historical archaeological firm that is doing some of the
ground maturity of that ground
and is going to identify the locations of the mounds. We‘ll have
really good pictures of where
those are. We are going to build
a monument to talk about the
history of the mounds and also to
help support the building of the
path. People can buy bricks and
can buy a place on a bench there.

A $10,000 or more sponsor will
also be on the actual monument.”
While Portsmouth plans lighting and security cameras for the
park, there is an active neighborhood watch program established. In addition, there are
others dedicated to the cleanliness and preservation of the
park. The city or other parties
will seek additional funding and
potential grants for restrooms
and water facilities.
A fundraising campaign for
Project ROMP ends May 1, and
those interested may visit connexmoves.org/romp/ for details.
Connex expects project completion by the end of the year.
With spring just around the
corner, people will want to get
out and smell the roses. And it’s
possible that a nice place to do
just that in the Portsmouth area is
coming sooner rather than later.

Mac-O-Chee,
pictured from
the east.

Piatt family opens their historic homes
Story by Jane Beathard
Photos courtesy of the Piatt family
Daffodils will soon be popping up around Mac-ACheek Castle in Logan County — a sign that spring
is at hand and visitors will prowl its historic halls.
Those visitors take a step back in time at Mac-ACheek and its nearby sister institution Mac-O-Chee
Castle. They return to the late 19th Century and
America’s Gilded Age when prominent and wealthy
landowners built homes that symbolized the tenacity
and achievements of their families.
One of those was the Piatt family of Logan County.
True pioneers, Benjamin and Elizabeth Piatt were
East Coast natives who migrated to Cincinnati in
1803 when the city’s population numbered only 750.
They settled on land that included what is now an
area between Seventh and Eleventh streets.
Benjamin developed a flatboat trade on the Ohio

River and practiced law. He was so successful that
he eventually bought what is now Garfield Park and
donated it to the city.
He also bought 1,700 acres in Logan County — a
part of western Ohio that was just then being settled,
Margaret Piatt said.
Margaret is the sixth generation of her family to
oversee Piatt interests in Logan County.
She recounted how Benjamin and Elizabeth missed
farm life so much they eventually moved to their
Logan County property and began homesteading.
Accompanied by the youngest of their 10 children,
Abram and Donn, they built a log cabin near what is
now Mac-A-Cheek Castle.
“The boys, then 6 and 8, had a frontier type of
childhood,” Margaret noted.
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Benjamin farmed, practiced law and
built a grain mill and a sawmill. The family traveled between Cincinnati in the
winter — where the boys attended school
— and their Logan County home in the
summer.
Their lives and life in Logan County
changed dramatically when the railroad
arrived in 1837. It opened new markets for
Piatt farm products and made travel easier.
“Trains brought people from all over
the U.S. into the county. It also brought
news from the state, country and world,”
according to the Logan County Historical
Society.
Before he died, Benjamin began dividing his holdings among his surviving children. Nine hundred acres went to Abram,
who loved rural life. Another 100 or so
went to Donn, who had become the family “rebel,” rejecting both farm life and the
practice of law.
“Donn and his wife led a ‘bohemian”
lifestyle,” Margaret said.
Outbreak of the Civil War unified the
brothers in a single purpose. Both were
widowers by the time fighting broke out.
Abram formed a regiment to support the
Union cause, and Donn joined up.
Once the war ended, Abram returned
to Ohio and remarried a woman from
the socially and politically prominent
Worthington family.
In 1864, he began building Mac-A-

Cheek, naming it for local Shawnee villages. Construction of the house took seven
years, using stone from local quarries and
wood from the family’s own sawmill.
Donn also remarried, but remained in
Washington D.C. for 15 years, becoming a
politically prominent publisher of a newspaper called The Capital.
“He became a national figure,” Margaret
said.
Having achieved success in his own
right, Donn returned to Logan County
and with the financial help of his second
wife, Ella, began building Mac-O-Chee in
1879 by adding a stone extension to a preexisting wooden structure.
The houses were so grand that locals
began referring to them as “castles.” That
moniker remains to this day.
Donn died in 1891, and Ella moved on
to build other homes in the area.
Mac-O-Chee eventually became a sanitarium, then a museum. It passed through
several more owners and was even empty
for a while before the Piatt family reacquired it at auction in 1957.
Mac-A-Cheek and 80 acres passed to one
of Abram’s sons, William, a well-known
inventor of farm equipment. It has never
left the Piatt family, Margaret said proudly.
William was the first to realize the architectural and cultural value of his ancestral
home and opened portions to tours in
1912.

That tradition continues today.
Regular tours of both Piatt Castles begin
this year on Saturday, April 14. The castles
will be open 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekends
through May 20.
From Memorial Day weekend through
Labor Day, the castles are open daily from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. The weekend schedule
returns after Labor Day and continues
through Oct. 28. Both castles are closed in
winter.
With the help of others, Margaret
formed the Mac-A-Cheek Foundation
for the Humanities in the late 1990s.
Beginning in 2002, the castles began sponsoring a broad selection of programs, plays,
school tours and summer day camps.
Many are based on late 1800s and early
1900s traditions.
A popular Halloween event features ghost stories by famous writers,
autumn games and the poetry of James
Whitcomb Riley. Easter Sunday activities include games, card making, an egg
roll and a history of the popular White
House egg roll.
“We put programs in a cultural context,”
Margaret said.
Mac-A-Cheek Castle is located a mile
east of West Liberty, just off State Route
245, at 10051 Township Road 47. MacO-Chee is located about a mile farther east
at 2319 State Route 287. For tour information, visit piattcastles.org.

Easter at Mac-A-Cheek

Celebrate Easter Sunday at Mac-ACheek Castle with a special family program that begins at 3:30 p.m. and lasts
for 90 minutes.
Activities will include an Easter egg
roll, hunt and hands-on games from The
American Girls and Boys Handy Books,
published in 1880s.
Inside, children will be invited to make
an Easter card similar to that pictured
in the 19th century Handy Books and
to color another from the Piatt family
collection. An exhibit of 19th and 20th
century Easter cards will be on view.
In the drawing room, families can
share their own holiday customs and
learn about the role spring-time stories
have played in Piatt family celebrations.
Indoors and outdoors, children can
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play historical egg games from other
countries including the German basket
toss and the Irish bunching game with
rhyme.
Outside, all can enjoy an Easter egg
roll like the one first held at the White
House when Rutherford B. Hayes was
president.
No one will leave without an egg or
treats.
In case of rain, outdoor games will be
adapted for inside play.
Admission is $10 for adults (age 15
and older) and $5 for children (age 5-14).
Proceeds support interactive educational
programs at Piatt Castles.
Reservations are recommended
by calling 937-844-3902 or visiting
piattcastles.org.

.

London’s State Theater
ushers in guests again

Story and photos by Jane Beathard
There’s a bright light shining on
London’s Main Street these days. It’s
radiating from the revived and reopened
State Theater.
Word has spread throughout Madison
County and beyond that the 1930s-era
movie theater is a fun and convenient
spot to enjoy first-run flicks, as well as
good food and drink.
For owners Rob and Shannon Treynor,
the theater has been both a labor of love
and a way to spark community activism.
They acquired the shuttered business
in February 2015. At the time, there
were 75 vacant businesses between the
Main Street railroad tracks and High
Street, Rob said.
“We hoped having an anchor business
would help downtown London flourish,”
he added.
It was the culmination of a long-held
dream for the Rocky River native. In his

20s, Rob tried to buy a theater in the
Cleveland suburb of Lakewood. That
effort failed due to zoning restrictions.
He and Shannon, a London attorney,
saw the State as a way to put that dream
back on track.
The former owner had completed
an extensive restoration of the interior
but was forced to close when all movie
theaters nationwide moved from film to
digital projection in 2014.
Neglect and a leaky roof had left the
250 upholstered seats, wall murals and
other fixtures heavily mildewed. With
the help of their three teenage kids, the
Treynors tackled a major clean-up in the
summer of 2015.
“We worked seven days a week from
May to the July 31 opening,” Rob said.
They also patched the roof, updated
the sound system and screen and converted the tiny concession stand to a

kitchenette where light meals could be
prepared and served quickly to seated
customers.
“We were the first theater in Ohio to
use a certain type of service tray that sits
in a (seat) cupholder,” Rob noted.
The Treynors also acquired beer and
wine licenses — near necessities in
today’s theater business.
With the help of Jen Burroway, head
chef of La Chatelaine French Bistro in
Columbus, Shannon devised a menu of
paninis and flatbreads to accompany traditional popcorn, soda and candy theater
fare. Their innovative popcorn “sundae”
would eventually become the theater’s
signature snack.
Acquiring the much-needed digital
projection system proved a bit more
challenging and expensive. For that, the
Treynors turned to the London community for help.
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Is The State
haunted?
Although he’s never seen
it, Rob Treynor is sure there’s
a ghost in his 81-year-old
movie palace. It could be the
spirit of John Riley, the only
London fireman to be killed in
the line of duty.
The basis of Treynor’s belief
can be found in 1929 issues
of The Madison Press, and
London historian Earl Ballenger
also offered a few details.
A fire destroyed two city
blocks on the west side of
Main Street in February that
year. Only quick help from fire
departments in Columbus and
Springfield kept the entire
town from being leveled.
A car dealership on the
site of the current theater
was among the buildings
consumed. Riley was on the
roof, fighting the fire from
above, when he fell off and
suffered a broken back and
other injuries. He died 35
days later in a Columbus
hospital, reports said.
The State opened at
Christmas time in 1936 as the
first in town showing “talkies.” Builders incorporated
the latest in fireproof technology, considering the flammable nature of celluloid film
in that era.
The projection booth was
reinforced so that if a blaze
broke out, only the projectionist would perish, Treynor said.
Some believe that Riley’s
ghost has also been a preserving factor over the years.
Unlike Elvis, it may be that he
never really left the building.
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“We wanted the community to be vested
in this succeeding,” Rob said.
Using the Indiegogo.com crowdfunding
site, they raised $40,000 in 60 days to pay for
the conversion.
A new digital projection system was up and
ready to run by the July 30, 2015, reopening.
However, Rob still needed to get up to speed
on how to operate it.
“I had never run a projector. I had two
days to learn how to run it,” he said.
That reopening went off on schedule
with a cocktail party and a free screening of the classic “Singing In The Rain”
for donors. Most dressed as if they were
attending the Oscars.
In the years since, the Treynors have
learned a few things — some good and some
bad — about running a small-town movie
theater.
First and foremost, box office proceeds go
to Hollywood. Their profit comes from food
and drink sales.
Family movies like “Beauty & The Beast”
have become The State’s “bread and butter”
and draw the biggest customers. But the concession stand is busiest during more grownup showings.
In addition to first-run fare, the theater
now markets evenings of classic films, live
comedy shows, local football games and late-

night features with Fritz The Night Owl, a
Columbus TV personality.
Free post-prom and homecoming shows
give high schoolers a place to wind down.
The theater also hosts an annual film festival
that drew four entries last year.
It has attracted some businesses, including
an ice cream shop and a bakery, to London’s
struggling Main Street. But all that remains a
“work in progress,” Rob said.
Mayor Pat Closser is a regular attendee and
believes the theater makes it easy for locals
seeking entertainment to avoid traveling to
Columbus or Springfield.
“You can go to the movie and get a meal
for about the same amount it would cost just
to attend a movie in the larger cities,” Closser
said. “The other qualities that keep me coming back are the atmosphere, current movie
selections and a wonderful staff.”
The State remains a “mom and pop” operation with Shannon manning the kitchenette
most evenings and Rob managing and overseeing about a dozen part-time employees
— mostly high schoolers — during busy
showings.
“Best part of the job is being their first
boss,” he said, laughing.
Managing a movie theater is a seven-day-aweek obligation, but Rob is not complaining.
“I’m lovin’ it,” he said.

Photo courtesy of
the State Theater

Rob and Shannon Treynor
hope to usea non-profit campaign to replace The State’s
signature overhanging marquee that was demolished in
the 1980s. The project will
cost an estimated $60,000.

Buckeye l ve
Samantha Newman, Sidney
937-658-4098
Samanthakylee97@outlook.com
Dog collars, various sizes and embellishments.
$10-$13.50

Jessica Ervin,
St. Paris
Bushel & A Peck
Reclaimed
https://bushelanda
peckreclaimed.com
Facebook: Bushel and
a Peck Reclaimed
Instagram: bushelanda
peckreclaimed
Signs. Cost varies.

Evan Thomas,
Gomer
Facebook: Sugar
Creek Craftsmen
568-712-0894
sugarcreekcraftsmen@gmail.com
Home decor,
accents and
furniture.
Cost varies.

Jessica Tolliver, Lima
Facebook and Etsy: Madhouse Designs US
567-644-4567
MadhouseDesignsUS@gmail.com
Personalized decor; Cost varies

Beverly Drapalik,
Ogden Acres,
Wilmington
513-673-0476
Facebook:
Ogden Acres
Acrylic canvases,
$45-145

Kim Whalen, Piqua
Facebook: Faithful Kreations
937-541-9631
faithfulkreations@gmail.com
Ceramic tile with names, 16-by-4-inches, $20

Are you a maker?

Show us what you’re up to

We’re interested in learning about what our Ohio
neighbors are making in their free time. There’s so much
creativity happening outside of the 8 to 5, a way for
folks to help with the household budget or just express
themselves in a way their jobs don’t ask of them.
Send a photo of a finished item, cost, social media
info and your contact info to amcgeesterrett@aimmediamidwest.com.
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Front Porch
Profile
Offering a personal glimpse into
the lives of notable people in
our communities

Charlotte Gordon
Artistic Director, Southern Ohio
Museum, Portsmouth
By Chris Slone
What movie deserves a sequel?
While I usually find sequels disappointing, there are characters and stories that I
would love to revisit. I have a passion for
foreign films, my favorite being “Cinema
Paradiso,” a 1988 Italian, bittersweet film
directed by Giuseppe Tornatore. It would
be great to see those characters and that
community again.
What one piece of advice would you
give to your younger self?
To follow my instincts and intuition
unfalteringly. And to spend more time
with my grandparents.
Which family member influenced you
the most?
My grandmother had the gift of seeing the world with fresh eyes, as if for the
first time. My father, a nuclear physicist,
depicted a universe of unseen forces,
giving me the ability to “see” what is not
there. My mother, a quilter, gave me the
passion to make thing with my hands and
my siblings taught me to always laugh.

Salt Scoop
Send us your favorite recipe. We may
feature it in an upcoming issue.

Visit our website, thesaltmagazine.com,
and click on the Recipe Submission link
at the top to be entered. Include a photo
of your dish, too, if you’ve got one. All
entries must be received by May 1.
Every submitted recipe will be entered in
a drawing for a $25 grocery card.

What book are you currently reading?
“Color: A Natural History of the
Palette” by Victoria Finlay. It is a
wonderful adventurous book on the
history of pigments from across the
globe. I am also reading “The Woman
Behind the New Deal,” a compelling
story by Kirsten Downey of Frances
Perkins, the first female Secretary
of Labor and one of FDR’s closest
confidants.
What do you love most about your
community?
I first fell in love with the vista — the
river and hills are exquisite. The people
are friendly, content and happy. Portsmouth has been through difficult times,
yet, there is an upward trajectory. Every
few generations small towns need to
rethink and redefine who they are in
order to not only survive, but also to
grow and thrive. Portsmouth is doing
this, using its cultural assets to bring
about growth. It is an exciting time to
be here.

Come Join
Our Family

Quality of Life is highest at home... and we know that’s where
you want to be

Always Here For You
• Caring services 24- hours a day, 7 days a week
• RN Supervision dedicated to our clients and their
families.
• Phone support when you need it.
• Continuous assessments and updates on your child’s
needs

OUR MISSION...Home Care Network is a comprehensive

home health agency dedicated to providing the highest quality service
and continuity of care to our patients and their families.

NOW ACCEPTING NEW CLIENTS
HOME CARE NETWORK
1716 11th Street, Portsmouth, Ohio 45662

740-353-2329 or 1-888-257-8517
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OH-70031815

One more thought ...

“Spring shows
what God can do
with a drab and
dirty world.”
— Victor Kraft

Photo by Wayne Allen
Sun and clouds filter
through Mother Nature’s
rain drops in Portsmouth
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Advanced,
Personalized
Heart & Lung Care
At SOMC, you get the personalized care of a
better heart and lung surgical team, so you
can get better care close to home. Focusing
on Minimally Invasive Surgery, Advanced Lung
Procedures, State-of-the-art Vascular Surgical
Techniques, and Open Heart Surgery.
SOMC Heart & Vascular Associates
1127th St., Braunlin Bldg., Suite 206
Portsmouth, OH 45662

For more information visit www.somc.org/betterteam/. To schedule an appointment call 740-356-8772.

